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#SheBanking
at Women Economic Forum 2017

Banking is a pivotal activity of economic life in all countries, rich and poor, from traditional 
banking to micro�nancing.
Women play a key role in the economy of households, participate to investment decisions, 
manage the family budget in many instances and are better cash planners than men 
(usually).
As they deal with numerous transactions, some of them of lesser amounts, a hassle-free, 
e�cient banking (e-banking?) interface, without a lower limit, would make their lives simpler 
and the use of their time more e�ectively.
Since banks stand to gain from every transaction, custom-tailoring a solution to address the 
need of daily lives of women (mothers, housewives or not) has the potential to generate a 
huge amount of revenue for banks hosting the tra�c of such transactions.
Trust being a function of knowledge and belief, banks who embark on this development 
initiative must ensure that they provide trustworthy information about the service provided, 
and use testimonials of women to reinforce the belief that it adds value and to showcase 
real-life benchmarks.
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When SHEBANKING was introduced by Gemma at the Conclave of the Women Economic 
Forum (WEF) Lisbon, Portugal this month, everyone present was thoroughly impressed by 
the novel concept, her exuberance and inimitable charming style of presentation.

Universally "women hold the purse strings" so it becomes  pertinent, in context of banking 
transactions to keep them simple, friendly and painless.

Being part of the United Nations System of Organizations, as an Advisor in my domain of 
Aviation and Airports; I in particular feel that SHEBANKING would be a leap forward in 
facilitating women in the achievements of the goals laid by the UN towards women 
empowerment de�ned in UN Agenda 2030.

Gemma's presentation was the best among all the Speakers during the two days Conference.
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I am active many years at the subjects of empowering women and 
women rights. But I never thought that women have di�erent needs in 
banking. I herd Gemma talk at WEF Portugal and knew Shebanking was 
the perfect solution. I hope we could have it soon in Hebrew and 
advertize it to Israeli women. Thanks Gemma for the amazing idea.
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Banking, a man’s world???
Even though I control my own �nances, the reality is that many 
women still feel it’s a man’s world and feel uncomfortable in 
banking or investment topics and discussions. Since being on 
Gemma’s panel at WEF Portugal and hearing her speech, I can say 
now: banking is de�nitely and equally a woman’s world, Thanks 
to SheBanking!!
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I was 23 years Old. The 80’s were crazy. Capital Markets, Wall Street, Bonds, The entire world 
was shaped in gold! I know I was there I lived there!
I worked on those days as a Trader. As a MAN! My name is Luiza Palma and Iam proud to be a 
Woman and to work as one!
Financial and banking sector for women are the right sector to be? You Bet Ladies!
We are stronger and smarter and a perfect mathematic engineer designers. Just think about 
who was behind the �rst computer?
Banking and Women are perfect combination, just like mother and child; grow together 
never be apart even when thought time or cycles or economic crashes come.
We stand. We stay. We don’t jump from buildings.   We feed homes.
I believe I did every single step in banking career and I do not remember to work with a 
woman by my side. Why is that? Today Across asset management, investment banking, 
capital markets and cards, all of us-�nancial executives- we stand out for helping to create a 
path to parity for women in sectors that tend to be even more male-dominated than the 
banking industry. Two Weeks Ago I revealed in Women Economic Forum My Revolutionary 
Economic Model With Certi�cation that will bring gender Parity under UNGC principles. 
“Gender Parity Label” make �nally transparency to companies in gender parity and an 
obligation to this planet by UN principles.
 
I challenge Rankings because it’s to untruth to my goals. Transparency and globalization are 
the best tools and Judge for Economic Groth Both Banking and Finance System.
 With that we shall not Fail. I do have a dream. To be part of this strategic JV with Earth Bank. 
No investment bank; no �nancial Boutiques; no Merge & acquisitions will carry out more 
values than the ones we should actually protect and that is what we actually have today.
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